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Congratulations Heather Team!!!
We want to express ourappreciationforthe significant efforts that so many ofyou exerted
in making the Re - TMS of the HEATHER product line a resounding success. The
teamwork, technical contributions and personal sacrifices did not go unnoticed -- the
confidence of our customer and our country have been validated once again.

Fred Alberg

Bill lema

Claude Laperle

Roger Walton

Bob Fleming

Nonn DemeZil

HEA THER STEERING COMMITTEE

Product line given priority of the highest order -"It had one of the highest priorities of any project in the thirty five year history of this plant."

That's how Heather Program Manager Fred Alberg described the emphasis and cooperation attached to the production concern Heather
experienced during recent times that has now been overcome by the dedicated performance a large part of the population of the plant.

Some HEATHER history ...... .
Heather was first produced more than 20 years ago for use in the W68 Poseidon program. Due to the classification of the product, building
300 was constructed and used solely for this product line. All of the processes required for fabrication of its piece parts and processing of them
were performed in that building and access was strictly controlled.
Later on, the product was used on the W76 Trident I program and again, built totally in the building 300 facility. Over the years, most of the
machine shop, ceramics and related processes were shifted into the main building because maintaining duplicate capabilities was not efficient.
The specialized processes, however, remain in the same facilities where they were begun. The product coming out of the line has been one of the
most reliable produced in the weapons complex.
While production operations were on-going here in the Pinellas
Plant, the design agency (Sandia) was hard at work on a new, more
advanced technology to replace Heather in its current and future
applicatiOns.
The planning process for this new replacement technology included a decision not to invest any more money in new or improved
processes or equipment, or support staff. This decision applied at
both Sandia and Pinellas, and when people retired or transferred to
new jobs, they were not replaced. In retrospect, that decision left us
vulnerable and unable to respond to business changes.
When Fred Alberg took the assignment as Program Manger for
Heather, it was understood that his job was to close the door on the
Heather business here at the Pinellas Plant. Fred admits that he failed
in the challenge to close down Heather as more recent events attest.

Pinellas Plant teams with Sandia to meet the challenge.

HEATHER, in the current life ..... .
"When Sandia and DOE made the decision a few years ago not to use
the new technology, but to remain with Heather, the change of direction had
a significant impact on us," according to Fred.
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Our equipment and facilities were close to being worn out, our tooling
needed replacement, the processing technology needed transformation and
we needed a wholesale addition of new people to develop the Heather skills
and culture to handle the increased work load. This not only happened here
and at Sandia, but also with our material suppliers who forgot how to make
some of the special materials needed for the product.
The change of direction was a shock and the previous decision not to
invest in the product significantly lirnitedour ability to respond. Fortunately
we had a small core of exceptional people working on the product line who
were able to continue delivering high quality products.
However, our outdated equipment and facilities and lack of technical
depth, both here and at Sandia, eroded the level of confidence in our ability
to do the jOb. Our customer's confidence in us as well as our own selfconfidence was shaken. After several lot sample problems, we all agreed that
we'd better find out just what was happening out there.
We looked, and we responded -- responded like this plant never had
before! We reached out and picked some of the most talented and experienced people that this plant had and set them loose to find out what caused
the problems and to make sure production was OK.
During the April-June time period this year, just about every area and
every associate in the plant either got involved, or, gave "head of the line
privileges" to those who were involved.
More energy was expended on the situation in a three month period than
ever before. And, quite successful achievements came from this energy.
The results of this action were that we're positive that the product now
going down the line is as good or better than it ever was in the past.
We passed the TMS with flying colors -- TMS is ToolMadeSamples, the
first products to come off the ready-for-production line. We are now
finishing up our first deliveries, and we have re-established the confidence
of our customer, and more importantly, of ourselves.
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Heather honor roll....
CPI Team
Re - TMS Team
Machine Shop
Building 300 operations
Sub-Assembly
Building 200 operations
Purchasing
Facilities
Incoming
Laboratory :
Metallurgical, Chemical, M&P
QC&C
Product Engineering
Producibility
EH&S
Computer Services
Specialty Equipment
Component Engineering
Technical Publications
Manufacturing Integration
Programs
Sandia: Livermore, Albuquerque
DOEIPAOIALIHQ
Savannah River
Rocky Flats

What's in the future for HEATHER?
Work not done once declining product line
now has significant tasks ahead
to meet increased schedules
A once discouraging future for HEATHER
now looks quite different, and challenging.
Not only will the application of HEATHER
continue on the old W76 program (the W68 is
now retired), but versions of it are going to be
used on several new programs as well. The
British Trident program W76-UK, the W87 Peacekeeper, the W89 SRAM and possibly other future
programs, are all on HEATHER's dance card.
Overall, this is quite a turnaround from the
earlier plan to close out the business, and since the
next assembly product has a limited useful life
and has to be periodically exchanged for new
product, the long term requirements for them are
quite high.
We have now launched a Modernization program for the line that is evolving in its definition.
Initiall y, it was conceived as princi pall y a remedy
for our old equipment and facilities. Now the
concept includes providing additional personnel
to the line and looking more closely at the design,
processes, and materials involved.

In the near future, we will kick off a major
Quality initiative as part of Modernization activity. This will be to assure that the Total Product
Quality has been included in the processes, equipment, facilities, operator and engineer training
and the OI's. Product quality will be included in
every phase of modernization with inputs from
everyone who touches the product, its paperwork, equipment or its tOOling.
The new clean room that is in its design stage
is only the first of a long line of modernization
projects that are intended to provide state-of-theart production capabilities and methodology that
will provide for the customer's needs well into the
21st century.
The fact is that HEATHER is here to stay and
the work done recently proves that our associates
who work on HEATHER have earned the appreciation and admiration of all of us.
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A big round of applause is in order for Ifact
one" -- thanks for the work just done!
The curtain is now rising for Ifact two."

P-E-R-S-O-N-A-L-S
During the final days of the HEATHER
Re- TMS, Baby Heather Oakley was born to
Jeff and Barbara Oakley, on June 21, 1991!
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